The relationship between metal-metal distance of two metal ions chelated complex and RNA clearvage activity 
Introduction
A molecule which is able to catalyze the hydrolysis of RNA under neutral condition has been attracted much attention as basic structures of anti cancer and anti virus drugs. Komiyama et al. have shown in their pioneering studies on the RNA hydrolysis that the double-ion mechanism works effectively in a simple artificial system of binuclear metal complex. 1 Many studies have been carried out regarding the effects of binuclear metal complexes on the hydrolysis of nucleic acid derivatives. 2 
Results and Discussion
Ligands 1-6 (see Fig. 1 Considering the number of the binding sites in the ligands 1-6, the amount of free La 3+ ions is likely to be less for the runs using ligands 1-5 than that for the run using ligand 6. Indeed, the values of k obs were smaller for ligands 4 and 5 than for ligand 6.
Nevertheless, the values of k obs observed the runs using ligands 1,2, and 3 were larger than or comparable to the value for ligand 6. 
